2015 ISAF Sailing World Cup Qingdao

Tour Information
1. Xiaoyu Hill Park

Xiaoyu hill park altitude 60 meters, covers an area of 2.5 hectares, green land area of 2.1 hectares, the rate is 84%. Built in the Chinese classical style, the hill-top park is named after the Yu Hill. The designers and architects made use of the local landscape and their imagination in laying out the park. The 18-metre-high three-story and eight-cornered “Seeing Waves Tower” bears an inscription by Wu Zuoren, a famous calligraphist. Though the mountains is not high but it can overlook, mountaineering overlooking, pier, xiaoqingdao island, lu xun park, bathing beach, badaguan landscape panoramic view; Though the mountains but not for is located in the downtown and show quite outstanding, for our visitors could view. Derek fisher fisher mountain park the building for and who Tabled tide pavilion and throughout , three layer octagon 18 meters high, and the former sea trestle return echo each other at a fireworks pavilion. Pavilion has spiral stairs, peripherals guardrail platform, people can go a week around the pavilion platform.
2. BADAGUAN

Lying between TaiPing and HuiQuan Cape, Badaguan Scenic Area faces the rippling tides of TaiPing Bay to the south and the sands of Bathing Beach No. 3 to the east. Badaguan Scenic Area, built in 1931, covers 67 acres consisting of ten roads that are each lined with distinct species of trees and flowers. Badaguan, also known as China's "World Architecture Museum," is home to more than 200 European style villas built in the early 1900's. Scattered among the coastal flora and fauna, along with many varieties of trees such as peaches, crab-apples, pine trees and ginkgoes, are more than 200 villas of exotic styles. Also known as, the World Architecture Museum, Badaguan due to the large numbers of European villas that criss-cross this scenic area is sometimes referred to as "little Switzerland." The flowers bloom in different seasons which give this area its other beautiful name, "Hua Jie", which means a "flowery area". Each street is lined with its own distinct species of tree giving the area an annual spectacular Autumn show of colors.
3. Qingdao Olympic Sailing Center

Qingdao Olympic Sailing Center is located at the former Beihai dockyard in FuShan Bay adjoining Wusi Square and DongHai West Rd. The Sailing Regattas of the 29th Olympic Games in 2008 as well as the 13th Paralympic Games were held at this location. The entire project consisted of more onshore than offshore work. The Qingdao Olympic Sailing Center covers 45 hectares, comprising a 30 hectare competition area and 15 hectare area for development after the Games. The seven facilities, include the Qingdao Sub-Village, Athletes Center, Administrative Center, Venue Media Center, Logistics Center, Reception Center and Accreditation Center.
4. The Qingdao Mount Laoshan

The Mt. Laoshan is situated at the seashore of Yellow sea, in the east of Qingdao city, with a total area of 446 km². It is one of the national main scenic spots announced by State Council, including 9 specific tourist attractions—Jufeng, Dengying, Liuqing, Taiqing, Shangqing, Yangkou, Qipanshi, Beijiushui and Hualou, 5 scenic spots being restored, such as Shazikou etc and some other spots around the mountain along the coast. Jufeng (the highest peak), 1132.7m above sea level is the highest among the mountains along the national coastal line of over 10,000 miles. Mt. Laoshan also bears the name as “No 1 coastal mountain”, “land for supernatural being” or “fascinating and blessing place” which makes it a famous scenic spot for sightseeing, spending summer holidays, resting and recuperating.
5. Tsingtao Beer Museum

The area of a centenary history and culture is the worthiest core area in Tsingtao Beer Museum. The visitors can understand many things about the mystic origin of beer, the long history of Tsingtao Beer. The production techniques area shows the old equipments, production scene, the production process and evolution of Tsingtao beer. A trip to Qingdao would not be complete without a Tsingtao Brewery tour where one can observe the oldest working Tsingtao Brewery in action as well as taste fresh brew straight from the production line. Since its opening, the museum has received countless domestic and foreign tourists, including both national and international statesmen. The superb environment, high quality of service and distinctive charm has made it a leading light of domestic industrial tourism.
Please feel free to contact us for any further information or travel service. The contact information is as follows:
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